Analysis of potential transfer of continuous glass filament from Eclipse cigarettes.
This study was designed to determine if a prototype of the Eclipse cigarettes, which uses a special form of continuous glass filament (CGF) as an insulator around the carbon heat source, yielded CGFs via mainstream smoke. A method was developed that used electrostatic precipitation with a greater than 99% collection efficiency of mass to capture CGFs transferred to mainstream smoke. The cigarettes were smoked using an exaggerated puffing condition that was more than twice the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) standard. The cigarettes were subjected to handling procedures that simulated commercial shipping conditions prior to smoking. CGFs were intentionally added to a series of smoke condensate samples to determine CGF recovery efficiency. The recovery efficiency was determined for a series of four internal standards added to smoke condensate. The recovery efficiency was 86% for the Eclipse 5-014 prototype. The number of CGFs in smoke condensate collected from the Eclipse 5-014 prototype was approximately 0.06 +/- 0.02 CGFs per cigarette (+/- standard deviation), including the background counts of CGFs and 0.03 CGFs per cigarette, when corrected for background contributions. The number of CGFs found in smoke condensates for this prototype was not statistically distinguishable from zero or background in these experiments, which were capable of detecting transfer rates of greater than 0.2 CGFs per cigarette.